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ABSTRACT 

 

This study applied the generalized matching equation (GME) to pitch selection in MLB 

during the 2016 regular season. The GME was used to evaluate the pitch selection of 21 

groups of pitchers as well as 144 individual pitchers. The GME described pitch selection 

well for four of the 21 pitching groups and 32 of the 144 individual pitchers.  Of the 

remaining groups and individual pitchers, behavior may be explained by rule following 

behavior or be impacted by distant reinforcers such as salary. All 21 groups demonstrated 

a bias for fastballs as well as 119 of the 144 individual pitchers.  The results extend the 

use of the GME to natural contexts and suggest an alternative view to evaluating pitchers.  

KEYWORDS: general matching theory, general matching equation, sports, baseball, 

reinforcement 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

General Matching Theory 

Herrnstein theorized in 1961 that all behavior is choice and that choice can be 

understood and predicted based on the relative rates of reinforcement for each behavior. 

At that time, he developed the equation: 

B1/(B1+B2)=R1/(R1+R2)______________________________________(1) 

In 1961 Herrnstein expanded on a study conducted in 1958 where he found that pigeons 

exhibited the minimum number of pecks to receive reiforcement on a concurrent schedule 

of  reinforcement for pecking one of two keys. The 1961 study found that pigeons 

exhibited a frequency of responding relative to the frequency of reinforcment received for 

each response, also known as matching. When behaviors are evaluted using the above 

equation, and graphed an intercept of (0,0), the result would suggest perfect matching. 

Realizing that behavior analysts cannot always account for all reinforcement or 

responses, Herrnstein modified his original equation in 1970: 

B1/(B1+B2+B0)=R1/(R1+R2+R0)________________________________(2) 

B0 represents all other responses not observed while R0 accounts for all 

reinforcement that is not observed.  

Researchers continued to make strides  with studies that quantitatively modeled 

the relationship between behavior and reinforcement, including three deviations from 

perfect matching; undermatching, overmatching, and bias (Baum, 1974; Wearden, 1981; 

Herrnstein, 1974). Undermatching occurs when change in the responses  occur less often 

than the law predicts. Overmatching occurs when the change in responses  are more 
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extreme than the  proportions of reinforcement. Bias occurs when subjects spend more 

time on one alternative than the matching equation predicts. These errors led to the 

general matching eqaution (GME) outlined by Baum in 1974. This is expressed as: 

 R1/R2=b(Rf1/Rf2)
s__________________________________________(3) 

or logarimatically (McDowell, 1989) as: 

log (B1/B2) = a log (R1/R2) + log b______________________________(4) 

where b and s refer to bias and sensitivity. The logrithmic form of the general matching 

equation allows for the coversion of a parbola to a straight line, allowing for ease of 

evaluation. Sensitivity changes can be identified by the slope in logrithmic form. Slopes 

near 1 indicate a sensitivity to reinforcement where 0 would indicate no senstivity to 

reinforcement. The y-intercept indicates the bias a subject may have for one behavior 

over another. Parementers greater than 0 would indicate a bias towards one behavior 

while paremeters less then 0 would represent bias towards the other behavior. Parameters 

at 0 would indicate no bias for either behavior. Finally the logarithim examines the 

degree to which the matching law explains the distribution of behavior as a function of 

reinforcement schedules. This is denoted as variance accounted for (VAC) or R^2.  VAC 

is typically deemed acceptable if it is greater than 0.50 in natural settings. In highly 

controlled lab studies an acceptable VAC ranges between 0.85 and 1.0  (Reed, 2009, 

2011).  The logramithic form of GME has been sussessfully applied to situations with 

more than one alternative response ( Elmore & McBride, 1994; Kangas et al., 2009). 

Early studies of the matching law were conducted in a laboratory setting with  

non-human  animals  as  subjects (Cumming & Berryman, 1961; Cumming & Berryman, 

1963; Malott et. Al, 1971; Mazur, 1975; Farley & Fantino, 1961; Kileen, 1972). This  
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research  was later  expanded  to humans  in both   laboratory  and  field  settings. Topics  

studied included including gambling (Bull, 2015), individuals with intellectual 

disabilities (Caron, 2013, 2015; Allessandi & Cançado, 2015), economics (Baum, 2016; 

Frank, 1997; Herrnstein 1990; Mullainathan & Thaller, 2000), anthropology (Krull & 

Pierce, 1997), artifical intelligence (Daw & Touretzky, 2001) and social dynamics 

(Borrero, 2007; Madden et al., 2002).  

One of the largest fields in which matching has been studies is sports. The general 

matching law has been applied to basketball (Volmer & Bourett, 2000, 2007; Alferink, 

Critchfield, Hitt & Higgins, 2009; Romanowich, Bourett, & Vollmer, 2007), football 

(Critchfield & Stilling 2006, 2015; Critchfield, Meeks, & Stillin 2014; Falligant et al., 

2016; Reed, Critchfield & Martens, 2006), hockey (Seniuk, 2014; Seniuk et al., 2015) 

and baseball (Poling, et al, 2011; Weeden, Redner, & Foster, 2001; Cox, Sosine, & 

Dallery, 2017).  

In the introduction of the book The Matching Law by Herrnstein it is written: 

“The matching law predicts...not whether a pitcher will throw a fastball, curveball, slider, 

or change up at this moment but the proportion of each type of pitch he will throw to a 

given batter” (p. 1). Even before there were formal studies on baseball and the matching 

law, it was on the minds of its proponents. This   may not be surprising, as baseball   has 

attracted   attention  from  quantitatively-oriented  researchers for  decades (e.g. Linsey, 

1953; Heward, 1978; Beer & Beer 1989; Zentall, 1991; Coren and Halpen, 1993; 

Sommers, 1993 Kaufman, Kaufman, and Kaufman, 1995; Gould, 1986).  The game and 

data collection has not changed significantly since baseball’s inception .Baseball has had 

the same operational definitions of its behaviors for well over 100 years. In addition to 
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the operational definitions that have been in place since the beginning it has had built-in 

inter observer agreement that requires all behaviors to be agreed upon during the game. 

In the earliest form of baseball in America – called “town ball” – the rule book mandated 

that there be a record of runs scored by each player. Today this continues with both teams 

playing keeping a separate score book with third parties also now scoring each game.  

Despite the massive amount of data that have been collected and studies that have 

occurred, there is limited application of the GME to baseball. The only study to examine 

at pitch selection in baseball thus far is Cox, Sosine & Dallery (2017) in which they 

evaluated five pitchers. The  pitchers were chosen for study if  they  played for  the  

authors’ favorite  teams. AlthoughCox Sosine and Dallery found evidence for matching, 

the  constrained and possibly biased subject selection procedure may limit the   generlaity 

of  their  results. The purpose of the present study is to apply the GME to a much larger 

sample of pitchers in professional baseball, further expanding the application of behavior 

analysis to baseball as well as the research on the application of the GME to natural 

settings.  
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

Data Source 

One hundred forty-four pitchers were selected from the thirty-two teams in Major 

League Baseball (MLB) during the 2016 regular season. A minimum of 100 innings was 

selected as the exclusion criteria to provide a large enough data set to evaluate using the 

general matching equation. Pitchers who threw fewer then 100 innings would not provide 

a large enough sample size and would increase the variability in the data sets. Data were 

collected across all regular season games excluding pre-season and play off games where 

data may be more variable. Data were obtained from frangraphs.com which provides 

statistics for every player in major league baseball history. Appendix A displays a list of 

the 144 pitchers threw over 100 innings during the 2016 MLB regular season. In addition 

to the evaluation of individual pitchers, the top, middle, and bottom five pitchers in each 

statistical group were evaluated using the GME. See Table 1 for the pitchers evaluated in 

each group.  
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Table 1. Table of Pitcher Groups: Top, Mid and Bottom Five Pitchers in Each 

Group 

Ran

k  ERA FIP WAR WHIP Age xFIP SIERA 

1 

Clayton 

Kershaw 

Clayton 

Kershaw 

Clayton 

Kershaw 

Clayton 

Kershaw 

Jose 

Fernandez 

Clayton 

Kershaw 

Clayton 

Kershaw 

2 
Rich Hill 

Noah 
Syndergaard 

Noah 
Syndergaard 

Chris Devenski 
Michael 
Fulmer 

Jose 
Fernandez 

Jose 
Fernandez 

3 

Kyle 

Hendricks 

Jose 

Fernandez 

Jose 

Fernandez 
Max Scherzer 

Noah 

Syndergaard 

Noah 

Syndergaard 

Noah 

Syndergaard 

4 

Chris 

Devenski 

Chris 

Devenski 
Max Scherzer Kyle Hendricks 

Taijuan 

Walker 
Aaron Nola 

Max Scherzer 

5 
Jon Lester Rich Hill Johnny Cueto 

Justin 
Verlander 

Zach Davies Yu Darvish 
Yu Darvish 

70 
Dylan Bundy Carlos Rodon Matt Moore Tyler Anderson 

Clayton 

Kershaw 
Mike Fiers 

Scott Kazmir 

71 Carlos Rodon James Paxton Ivan Nova Matt Moore Kenta Maeda Josh Tomlin Wade Miley 

72 
Matt Moore Sean Manaea 

Vince 

Velasquez 
Joe Ross Jacob deGrom Julio Teheran 

Jake Odorizzi 

73 

Kendall 

Graveman 

Kevin 

Gausman 
Zack Greinke 

Mike 

Foltynewicz 
Chris Tillman Sonny Gray 

Trevor Bauer 

74 
Vince 

Velasquez 
Archie 
Bradley 

Joe Ross 
Eduardo 

Rodriguez 
Dallas 

Keuchel 
Trevor Bauer 

Dylan Bundy 

140 
James Shields 

Jorge de la 

Rosa 
Jered Weaver Jon Niese Rich Hill James Shields 

James Shields 

141 

Anibal 

Sanchez 
Jered Weaver A.J. Griffin James Shields Colby Lewis 

Yovani 

Gallardo Shelby Miller 

142 
Adam Morgan Jon Niese Dillon Gee 

Jorge de la 
Rosa 

John Lackey Clay Buchholz 
Mike Pelfrey 

143 
Shelby Miller A.J. Griffin Jon Niese Shelby Miller R.A. Dickey 

Hector 

Santiago 

Yovani 

Gallardo 

144 Tyler Duffey James Shields James Shields Shelby Miller Bartolo Colon Jered Weaver Jered Weaver 

 

Table 1. Table of groups evaluated using the GME (top, middle, and bottom five pitchers in ERA, FIP, 

WAR, WHIP, Age, xFIP, and SIERA)   

Pitches were classified into two groups, fastball and off-speed pitches. Fastballs 

were defined as any pitches thrown within 6 miles per hour of maximum velocity. Types 

of pitches considered fastballs included four seam fastball1, two seam fastball2, and 

sinkers3. Off speed pitches were defined as any pitch not thrown within 6 miles per hour 

of max velocity. These pitches included sliders4, change ups5, curveballs6, knuckle balls7 

and eephus pitches8 (“Pitch Types,” 2016). 

Reinforcement data were evaluated using pitch type linear weights. Pitch type 

linear weights evaluate how well pitchers performed using a certain pitch. Pitch value 
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linear weights use the change of average run expectancy from pitch to pitch. The change 

is based on the outcome of the pitch such as a strike, out, double, triple, ball etc. The 

pitch type linear weights were divided into two groups to match the behaviors, fastball 

and off-speed pitch outcomes.  

Data Analysis 

All 144 pitchers were evaluated individually using the GME. In addition, the top, 

middle, and bottom five pitchers in each statistical category (i.e. FIP), were evaluated in 

their respective group using the GME. The GME for both individuals and groups were 

calculated using equation 4. Fastballs thrown are represented by “B1” while “B2” 

represents off-speed pitches thrown. Rate of reinforcement for fastballs thrown is 

represented by “R1” while “R2” represents rate of reinforcement for off-speed pitches 

thrown. The slope is represented by “b” within the equation demonstrating the sensitivity 

to reinforcement.  Slopes between .5 and 1.5 represent a sensitivity to reinforcement. The 

y-intercept as denoted as “a” measures bias for one behavior over another. Y-intercepts 

that are positive represent a bias for a fastball while a negative y-intercept represent a 

bias for an off-speed pitch.   The Logarithmic form describes a straight line as noted by 

McDowell (1989). Calculations were made using Microsoft Excel as described in Reed 

(2009).  

Final product statistics were recorded for each of the 144 pitchers who threw 100 

innings or more during the 2016 regular season. Statistics that were used to compare the 

various pitchers included Age, Fielding Independent Pitching (FIP), Expected Fielding 

Independent Pitching (xFIP), Wins Above Replacement (WAR), Walks plus Hits per 
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Innings Pitched (WHIP), Earned Run Average (ERA), and Skill-Interactive Earned Run 

Average (SIERA).. Pitchers were evaluated individually as well as a group in the top, 

middle, and bottom for each statistic. FIP estimates the pitchers run prevention 

independent of the performance of the defensive players around him. Outcomes used to 

calculate FIP include strike outs, walks, hit by pitches, and home runs allowed. xFIP uses 

the same outcomes as FIP except it normalizes home run rates by using the fly ball 

percentage instead of using number of home runs allowed. Home run rates can be very 

unstable and fluctuate widely based on several factors including the baseball stadium in 

which they are pitching. xFip is an attempt at creating a more uniform statistic to 

compare pitchers throughout MLB. Both FIP and xFIP do not account for all outcomes, 

discounting any ball that is hit into play. ERA is the calculated using the total number of 

earned runs allowed by a pitcher and dividing that by the number of innings pitched and 

then multiplying by 9 (the number of innings in a normal MLB game). This is 

increasingly viewed as a ineffective way to evaluate pitchers but many still use it as a 

comparison.  WAR is the number of wins in which a player will produce compared to 

any available player. When using WAR in this context FIP is used as the comparable 

statistic but several different performance-based statistics could be used in its place. 

These statistics aim to provide a well-rounded evaluation of a player compared to other 

pitchers in the league. SIERA is the newest of statistical analyses to compare pitchers to 

each other. Where as FIP and xFIP take all balls hit in the field of play (areas where 

defensive players can field the ball) out of consideration, this takes a more in-depth look 

at balls in play in addition to the areas used to calculate FIP. This varies from ERA in that 

it adjusts for certain variables such as field size, ground balls in play, fly balls in play, 
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ball style used, and changing environments from year to year. Table 2 displays a 

comprehensive list of statistical titles, abbreviations, and definitions.  

Table of Baseball Statistic Definitions: Statistic Title, Abbreviation, and Definition  

Statistical title Abbreviation Definition 

Earner Run 

Average 

ERA The average number of earned runs a pitcher allows per 9 innings. 

Fielding 

Independent 

Pitching 

FIP An estimate of a pitcher’s Earned Run Average (ERA) based on strikeouts, walks/HBP, 

and home runs allowed, assuming league average results on balls in play. 

Wins Above 

Replacement 

 

WAR 

 

A comprehensive statistic that estimates the number of wins a player has been worth to 

his team compared to a freely available player such as a minor league free agent based 

on FIP. 

Walks Plus Hits 
per Innings 

Pitched 

WHIP The average number of base runners allowed via hit or walk per inning. 

Expected 

Fielding 

Independent 

Pitching 

xFIP An estimate of a pitcher’s Earned Run Average (ERA) based on strikeouts, walks/hit 

by pitch, and fly balls allowed, assuming league average results on balls in play and 

home run to fly ball ratio. 

Skill Interactive 

Earned Run 

Average 

SIERA An Earned Run Average (ERA) estimator that attempts to more accurately capture a 

pitcher’s performance based on strikeouts, walks/HBP, home runs, and batted ball data. 

Pitch Type 

Linear Weights 

N/a Using the run expectancy for each count and calculating the difference from one pitch 

to the next adds or subtracts a portion of a run for each pitch.  

 

Table 2. Table of baseball statistical definitions acquired from fangrpahs.com    
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Group 

Age 

Figure 1 shows the results of the GME and as it relates to the youngest, mid, and 

oldest pitchers as ranked by age.  Each circle represents one month of pitches thrown for 

each pitcher and the reinforcement in which they received for the pitch. All of the 

pitchers had a bias towards fastball and had a VAC less than .5 regardless of age. The 

general matching theory does not explain these pitchers pattern of behavior. 

Figure 1. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the youngest, 

middle, and oldest five pitchers as ranked by age (e.g., Oldest).  Each data point 
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represents one month of regular season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents 

bias equal to zero and slope equal to one representing perfect matching.  

xFIP 

Figure 2 shows the application of the GME to the top, mid, and bottom five 

pitchers as ranked by xFIP.  All three groups demonstrated over matching with a bias for 

throwing fastballs. The top and bottom groups had a VAC significantly below 0.5 

however, the Mid group showed a VAC of .54 suggesting their behavior could be 

explained using the general matching theory.  

 

 

Figure 2. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the top, mid, and 

bottom five pitchers as ranked by xFIP (e.g., Top).  Each data point represents one month 
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of regular season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents bias equal to zero and 

slope equal to one representing perfect matching. 

WHIP 

Figure 3 shows the application of the GME to the top, mid, and bottom five 

pitchers as ranked by WHIP. All three groups had showed significant undermatching 

with the mid group showing the most significant undermatching at -0.043. The three 

groups also showed a bias for throwing fastballs. None of the groups has a VAC larger 

than .5 suggesting that their behavior could not be explained using the general matching 

theory.  
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Figure 3. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the top, mid, and 

bottom five pitchers as ranked by WHIP.  Each data point represents one month of 

regular season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents bias equal to zero and 

slope equal to one representing perfect matching. 

WAR 

Figure 4 shows the application of the GME to the top, mid, and bottom five 

pitchers as ranked by WAR. All three groups undermatch, show a bias for fastballs, and 

have a VAC less than 0.5 suggesting their behavior is not explained using the general 

matching equation.  

Figure 4. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the top, mid, and 

bottom five pitchers as ranked by WAR.  Each data point represents one month of regular 
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season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents bias equal to zero and slope 

equal to one representing perfect matching. 

FIP 

Figure 5 shows the application of the GME to top, mid, and bottom five pitchers 

as ranked by FIP. The bottom group had severe undermatching, a slight bias for fastball, 

and a VAC less then 0.5. The top group showed a slight bias for fastballs and significant 

undermatching however the group did have a VAC of .5124. This would suggest that the 

general matching equation could explain the behaviors of pitchers within this group. The 

Mid:FIP group showed the closest to perfect matching of any group with a slope of 

0.9582. The group also had a VAC of 0.5976 suggesting that the GME could explain the 

behavior of pitchers within this group.  

Figure 5. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the top, mid, and 

bottom five pitchers as ranked by FIP.  Each data point represents one month of regular 
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season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents bias equal to zero and slope 

equal to one representing perfect matching. 

ERA 

Figure 6 shows the application of the GME to top, mid, and bottom five pitchers 

as ranked by ERA. All three groups showed a bias for fastballs and a VAC below 0.5. 

Mid and bottom groups demonstrated undermatching similar to the other groups. ERA: 

Top is the first and only group to demonstrated overmatching. The top group also had the 

highest VAC at .62 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the top, mid, and 

bottom five pitchers as ranked by ERA.  Each data point represents one month of regular 
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season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents bias equal to zero and slope 

equal to one representing perfect matching. 

SIERA 

Figure 7 shows the application of the GME to the top, mid, and bottom five 

pitchers as ranked by SIERA. The top mid and bottom groups all showed undermatching, 

a bias for throwing fastballs, and a VAC under 0.5 suggesting the GME does not explain 

these pitcher’s behavior.  

 

Figure 7. Results of the application of the GME to pitch selection for the top, mid, and 

bottom five pitchers as ranked by SIERA.  Each data point represents one month of 

regular season games for each pitcher. The solid line represents bias equal to zero and 

slope equal to one representing perfect matching. 
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Group Summary 

Table 3 shows the VAC data for each of the 21 groups evaluated using the GME. 

Four of the 21 groups had a VAC equal to or above 0.5. with a range of 0.51 to 0.62. The 

remaining 17 groups did not have a VAC above 0.25 with a median VAC of 0.02.  

 

 

Table of Group Results: VAC Data for Each Group 

Group  VAC Group VAC Group  VAC Group  VAC Group  VAC 

ERA Top 0.62 WAR Top 
0.25 

ERA Mid 
0.10 

FIP Bot 
0.01 xFIP 

Top 
0.00 

FIP Mid 0.60 
xFIP 

Bottom 
0.14 

WHIP 

Top 
0.07 

SIERA 

Mid 
0.01 

WHIP 

Mid 
0.00 

xFIP Mid 0.54 
WHIP 

Bot 
0.14 ERA Bot 0.06 Age Old 0.01 

  

FIP Top 0.51 
WAR Bot 0.13 

SIERA 

Bottom 
0.02 

Age 

Young 
0.01 

  

  

WAR 

Mid 0.13 Age Mid 0.01 

SIERA 

Top 0.00 

  

Table 3. Table VACs calculated for each of the 21 groups evaluated using the GME (VACs > 0.5 are in 

bold) 

Individual Data 

In addition to group data in the above-mentioned categories the GME was applied 

to each pitcher that threw over 100 innings during the 2016 MLB regular season. Figure 8 

represents the number of pitchers that demonstrated overmatching, undermatching, and 

perfect matching.  Of the 144 pitchers evaluated 136 demonstrated undermatching with a 

range of -1.08 to 0.96, mean of .16 and median of 0.09. Only eight of the 144  pitchers 
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demonstrated overmatching with a range of 1.01 to 2.07, mean of 1.65 and median of 

1.97. No pitchers demonstrated perfect patching.   

 

Figure 8. Overmatching, undermatching, and matching results for 144 pitchers who 

threw over 100 innings during the 2016 regular season. Each bar represents that number 

of pitchers that fell into each category.  

Figure 9 represents VAC as evaluated using the GME for 144 pitchers who threw 

over 100 innings during the 2016 MLB Season. This represents the percentage as to 

which the pitcher’s behavior can explained by the GME. A VAC of 0.5 or greater would 

suggest the behavior can be explained using GME while a VAC under 0.5 would suggest 

the pitcher’s behavior cannot be explained using the GME. Thirty-two pitchers had a 

VAC of 0.5 or higher while 112 pitchers had a VAC below 0.5. Appendix C shows the 

full list of pitchers that had a VAC of 0.5 or greater.  
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Figure 9. VAC results for 144 pitchers who threw over 100 innings during the 2016 

regular season. Each bar represents that number of pitchers that fell into each category.  

 

Figure 10 represents bias as evaluated using the GME for 144 pitchers who threw over 

100 innings during the 2016 MLB Season. Bias existed for 143 of the 144 pitchers with 

only Zach Grienke demonstrating no bias for either a fastball or off-speed pitch. Of the 

143 pitchers who demonstrated bias only 14 showed a bias for off-speed pitches while 

119 showed a bias for the fastball.  
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Figure 10. Bias results for 144 pitchers who threw over 100 innings during the 2016 

regular season. Each bar represents that number of pitchers that fell into each category.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of the present research was to apply GME to throwing fastballs and 

off-speed pitches in the MLB. Several groupings were evaluated using the GME in 

addition to each individual pitcher that threw 100 or more innings during the 2016 MLB 

regular season. Post-season and pre-season games were excluded due to the change in 

weight of reinforcement during those sections of the season. Depending on the stage of a 

pitcher’s career pitchers will be evaluated on a different scale during the pre-season. For 

example, a pitcher who is only starting his career may be closely monitored and their 

outcomes may be scrutinized more heavily and ultimately dictate whether the pitcher will 

be on the regular season roster. Inversely a veteran pitcher may be thought to be working 

on aspects of their skills and their performance will not be scrutinized as heavily during 

the pre-season. Post-season games were not included due to the greater weight given to 

each pitch and game. There are three progressing series in each league during the post-

season meaning one game could result in the team’s season ending and the pitcher’s 

performance will be given greater weight in these situations.  

 Pitchers were evaluated as both groups and individuals. Groups were divided into 

the top, middle, and bottom five pitchers in each statistical category. This allowed for a 

representation of the 3 groups and a larger sample size. Of the 21 groups evaluated only 

four of the group’s behavior could be explained using the GME. The groups in which the 

GME could explain their behavior was the top ERA, mid FIP, top FIP, and top xFIP 

groups.  
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The top ERA group had the highest VAC at 0.62. ERA accounts for all outcomes 

in which a pitcher may be involved. ERA has been criticized for punishing pitchers for 

outcomes in which they cannot control such as a fielder’s ability to catch or throw a 

baseball. ERA can be more problematic at the college and high school due to decreased 

ability of the fielders behind the pitcher. In MLB fielding percentage averages close to 

95% resulting in this being less of a factor. In the context of MLB, ERA accounts for all 

outcomes and not only what the pitcher can control making more reflective of actual 

reinforcement and punishment. Due to this, it seems ERA should be a good index of 

pitchers’ behavior using the GME. At the end of each game a team only wins if their 

team has scored more runs than the other team. This contrasts with WHIP, FIP, and xFIP 

as these statistics are only account for outcomes independent of the team around the 

pitcher. In addition to the ERA accounting for all outcomes for the pitcher it is a statistic 

that has been commonly used for over 100 years, where as SIERA, FIP, WAR, WHIP, 

and xFIP have only become commonly used in the past five to ten years. Due to the 

relative novelty with these statistics pitchers may not yet be fully aware or evaluated with 

these statistics consistently.  

 The top and middle FIP groups both had a VAC above 0.5 also suggesting that the 

GME could be predictive of their behavior. The top pitchers in this groups are often 

considered some of the best pitchers in the game and it would stand to reason that they 

would be sensitive to reinforcement. The top pitchers in the FIP group had a VAC of .51 

which is just above the minimum of 0.5. It is hypothesized that their ability may impact 

their sensitivity to reinforcement. These pitchers can throw the baseball close to 100 

MPH and may have an over reliance on the fastball due to that fact. The middle FIP 
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group had a VAC of .62 which was the highest of any group. These pitchers may not 

have the greatest ability and do not throw the baseball close to 100 MPH, however, they 

are still considered successful within MLB. Due the fact they are unable pitch as fast as 

many of the top pitchers they need to have an increased sensitivity to reinforcement to 

remain successful. The bottom FIP group’s behavior would not be able to be explained 

using the GME because they are not accessing reinforcement frequently.  

 The xFIP middle group had a VAC of 0.54 similar to the findings of the FIP 

middle group. Using the same logic as stated above for FIP it would stand to reason that 

the middle xFIP group would have a greater sensitively to reinforcement and would have 

a greater adherence to the GME due to their decreased skill set but relatively productive 

performance.  

None of the groups for SIERA, WAR, or WHIP could be explained using the 

GME. This could be due to the novelty of these statistics. These statistics have only been 

used more regularly within the past ten years. There is still debate within the baseball 

community whether these statistics are effective in evaluating pitchers’ behavior. Due to 

this debate pitchers may not contact the punishment or reinforcement that could be 

associated with these statistics or these statistics may not actually reflect the pitcher’s 

performance.  

Of the 144 pitchers evaluated only 32 of the pitcher’s behavior could be explained 

by the general matching equation. The VAC of the 32 pitchers ranged from 0.50 to .97 

with a mean of 0.70. These 32 pitchers were represented within the top, middle and 

bottom of each category with no discernable pattern within groups. Of the 21 groups 

evaluated there was minimum of seven pitchers represented within each group and a 
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maximum of 14. In addition to the 144 pitchers evaluated 136 were found to undermatch, 

eight were found to over match and none exhibited perfect matching. This would suggest 

that even if 32 of the pitcher’s behavior could be explained using the GME, a majority of 

the pitcher’s behavior could not be explained using the GME. This could reflect what 

Herrnstein attempted to account for with R0 in equation 2. Pitch type linear weights may 

not be a true reflection of reinforcement of the behavior or other reinforcement may 

impact the pitcher more intensely. There could be several other reinforcers that are not 

captured within the current study such as salary, fan interaction, coach interactions, 

players interaction, or MPH readings on score boards.  

The pitcher’s behavior is presumably reinforced or punished immediately upon 

execution of the pitch. However, there are several distal consequences that may play a 

role. All of the pitchers evaluated made a minimum of $507,500 a year with many of the 

them making several million dollars. If pitchers are paid a salary that is significantly 

higher than the average person regardless of whether they are successful in the field of 

play, they could be less sensitive to the immediate consequence of their behavior. A 

future area of study could be using the pitcher’s salary as a measurement of 

reinforcement opposed to the natural immediate consequence of each pitch (i.e. hit or 

out).  

Pitchers’ behavior that could not be explained using the GME may have exhibited 

been due to rule following.  Scouting reports are utilized across MLB and dictate to 

pitchers which pitch should be thrown to a certain batter in several different situations. 

Pitchers following these rules may respond based on the reinforcement or punishment 

which the batter has experienced in the past opposed to the reinforcement or punishment 
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the pitcher may have received. A pitcher may have had greater success throwing an off-

speed pitch throughout the season but because the batter has not been successful hitting 

fastballs they may throw a fastball. In addition to the multiple reinforcers that may be 

impacting the pitcher aside from the immediate outcome of the pitch, matching may need 

to be taught as found by Herrnstein and Loveland in 1975.  

All groups had a bias for the fastball as well as 119 of the 144 pitchers evaluated 

using the GME. These findings are similar to Cox, Sosine, and Dallery (2017) who found 

three of five pitchers had a bias for the fastball. This is hypothesized to be from the 

control and consistency a pitcher can throw a fastball. Due to the grip, arm speed, and 

arm angle pitchers can throw a fastball with more accuracy than off-speed pitches. Off-

speed pitches require several different arm angles, arm speeds, and grips resulting in 

decreased accuracy. In addition, the environment would have a greater impact on off-

speed pitches. Humidity, wind, temperature can all affect the trajectory and speed of a 

pitch. This would impact fastballs as well but less so due to the grip, arm angle, and arm 

speed of a fastball.  

While this study does not evaluate the different contexts as described in Cox, 

Sosine, and Dallery (2017), it was able to evaluate a larger number of pitchers and 

groups. By this study evaluating a greater number of pitchers it was able to demonstrate 

more variability from pitcher to pitcher. Both studies found the GME to account for 

pitchers in MLB, Cox, Sosine, and Dallery (2017) found the GME to account for the 

behavior of all four of the pitchers in which they evaluated. The present study found the 

GME accounted for only 32 of the 144 pitchers in MLB who threw over 100 innings in 

2016. 
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One major limitation of this study is that although pitchers are the players who are 

actually throwing the ball, the pitch selection is prompted by the catcher and sometimes 

by the pitching coach. In MLB, the antecedent to each pitch is the catcher prompting the 

pitcher what pitch to throw. The catcher may take into account other variables such as 

baserunners, outs, and score in determining which pitch to call. The pitcher has the option 

to say no to the catcher in some circumstances, but not all. It could be interesting in the 

future to evaluate whether catcher’s behavior of calling pitches could be explained using 

the GME. Catchers prompt several different pitchers throughout the season, are in a 

greater number of games and would net a larger sample size to evaluate using the GME.  

The present study is important for several reasons. MLB is a multi-billion-dollar 

industry and pays multi-million-dollar salaries to their players. Using the GME to 

evaluate pitcher’s behavior could be yet another tool in which teams could use to evaluate 

pitcher’s performance. Organizations could be interested in whether a pitcher is sensitive 

to the outcomes of each pitch, ultimately resulting in pitchers being compensated 

differently. If organizations were able to better predict whether a pitcher is sensitive to 

the consequences of each pitch and be able to change their behavior based on this, 

organizations could more efficiently evaluate pitchers. Furthermore, this adds to the 

growing amount of research applying the GME to natural settings, specifically baseball.  

In summary when evaluated in groups there does seem to be some correlation 

between success and the GME but when evaluating the individual pitcher there is greater 

variability. The GME can explain some pitchers’ behavior but over 77% of the pitchers’ 

behavior could not be explained using GME. In addition, most pitchers in this study (136) 
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demonstrated undermatching indicating they are not sensitive to reinforcement, while 

most pitchers showed a bias for the fastball (119).  
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APPENDIX A   

PITCHERS WHO THREW OVER 100 INNINGS in 2016 

Pitchers Selected: A.J. Griffin, Aaron Nola, Aaron Sanchez, Adam Conley, Adam 

Morgan, Adam Wainwright, Andrew Cashner, Anibal Sanchez, Anthony DeSclafani, 

Archie Bradley, Bartolo Colon, Brandon Finnegan, Bud Norris, Carlos Carrasco, Carlos 

Martinez, Carlos Rodon, CC Sabathia, Chad Bettis, Chase Anderson, Chris Archer, Chris 

Devenski, Chris Sale, Chris Tillman, Christian Friedrich, Clay Buchholz, Clayton 

Kershaw, Colby Lewis, Cole Hamels, Colin Rea, Collin McHugh, Corey Kluber, Dallas 

Keuchel, Dan Straily, Danny Duffy, Danny Salazar, David Price, Derek Holland, Dillon 

Gee, Doug Fister, Drew Pomeranz, Drew Smyly, Dylan Bundy, Edinson Volquez, 

Eduardo Rodriguez, Ervin Santana, Felix Hernandez, Francisco Liriano, Gerrit Cole, Gio 

Gonzalez, Hector Santiago, Hisashi Iwakuma, Ian Kennedy, Ivan Nova, J.A. Happ, Jacob 

deGrom, Jaime Garcia, Jake Arrieta, Jake Odorizzi, Jake Peavy, James Paxton, James 

Shields, Jameson Taillon, , Jason Hammel, Jeff Locke, Jeff Samardzija, Jerad Eickhoff, 

Jered Weaver, Jeremy Hellickson, Jhoulys Chacin, Jimmy Nelson, Joe Ross, John 

Lackey, Johnny Cueto, Jon Gray, Jon Lester, Jon Niese, Jordan Zimmermann, Jorge de la 

Rosa, Jose Fernandez, Jose Quintana, Josh Tomlin, Juan Nicasio, Julio Teheran, Junior 

Guerra, Justin Verlander, Kendall Graveman, Kenta Maeda, Kevin Gausman, Kyle 

Gibson, Kyle Hendricks, Luis Perdomo, Madison Bumgarner, Marco Estrada, Marcus 

Stroman, Martin Perez, Masahiro Tanaka, Matt Andriese, Matt Garza, Matt Moore, Matt 

Shoemaker, Matt Wisler, Max Scherzer, Michael Fulmer, Michael Pineda, Michael 

Wacha, Miguel Gonzalez, Mike Fiers, Mike Foltynewicz, Mike Leake, Mike 
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Montgomery, Mike Pelfrey, Nathan Eovaldi, Noah Syndergaard, Patrick Corbin, R.A. 

Dickey, Rich Hill, Rick Porcello, Ricky Nolasco, Robbie Ray, Ross Stripling, Scott 

Kazmir, Sean Manaea, Shelby Miller, Sonny Gray, Stephen Strasburg, Steven Matz, 

Steven Wright, Taijuan Walker, Tanner Roark ,Tom Koehler, Trevor Bauer, Tyler 

Anderson, Tyler Chatwood, Tyler Duffey, Ubaldo Jimenez, Vince Velasquez, Wade 

Miley, Wei-Yin Chen, Wily Peralta, Yordano Ventura, Yovani Gallardo, Yu Darvish, 

Zach Davies, Zack Greinke 
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APPENDIX B 

PITCHERS WITH VAC > 0.5 

Jaime Garcia, Chris Archer, Adam Morgan, CC Sabathia, Danny Salazar, Andrew 

Cashner, Collin McHugh, Nathan Eovaldi, Cole Hamels, Junior Guerra, Jake Odorizzi, 

Mike Leake, Yu Darvish, Jacob deGrom, James Paxton, Luis Perdomo, Christian 

Friedrich, Mike Fiers, Masahiro Tanaka, Carlos Rodon, Jeff Locke, Jon Niese, Kyle 

Hendricks, Robbie Ray, Zack Greinke, Adam Conley, Aaron Nola, Julio Teheran, Dallas 

Keuchel, Aaron Sanchez, Martin Perez, Matt Garza 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Four Seam Fast Ball: A four-seam fastball is almost always the fastest 

and straightest pitch a pitcher throws holding fingers across four seems of 

the fastball.  

2 Two Seam Fastball: “A two-seam fastball is generally one of a pitcher's 

fastest pitches, although it doesn't have quite the same velocity as a four-

seam fastball.” 

3 Sinker: “The sinker is a pitch with hard downward movement, known for 

inducing ground balls.”  

4 Slider: “A slider is a breaking pitch that is thrown faster and generally 

with less overall movement than a curveball. It breaks sharply and at a 

greater velocity than most other breaking pitches.”  

5 Change Up: “A changeup is one of the slowest pitches thrown in 

baseball, and it is predicated on deception.”  

6 Curveball: “A curveball is a breaking pitch that has more movement than 

just about any other pitch. It is thrown slower and with more overall 

break than a slider, and it is used to keep hitters off-balance.”  

7 Knuckleball: “A knuckleball is a very rare pitch, and the pitchers who 

throw it during games tend to use it almost exclusively. The goal of a 

knuckleball is to eliminate almost all of the spin on the baseball, causing 

it to flutter unpredictably on its way to the plate.”  
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8 Eephus: “The eephus is one of the rarest pitches thrown in baseball, and it 

is known for its exceptionally low speed and ability to catch a hitter off 

guard.” 

 

 

 

 

 


